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Abstract 
Se arch engines are very useful for retrie ving information from the web. Upon the user 
submit the query; it is retrieving ranked based results to the use rs. Users seek through the search 
stack examining the results one by one until the sought information has bee n found.  
However, a conventional sea rch engine is re turning low precision search. Especially, 
when a generic or ambiguous query is be ing entered, it will return subtopics. In general, only 
one subtopic is being inte rest to the user. The rest subtopics must be irrele vant.  
There ca me an idea to add up a grouping similar results functionality (clustering 
features) that let the search results summarized a nd displayed on the first page. User may select 
the cluster label closely related to the subtopic of interest to him.  
Clustering is cate gorized as an unsupervised learning method. It requires no human 
intervention at all. Therefore, it suit best to fulfill the search application need in the era of big 
data.  
In order to assess the practical benefit of c lustering, use r survey and tool survey were 
conducted. The author conducted user survey through distributing survey paper. Tool survey was 
done by testing both clustering and ranked list approach against AMBIENT data collection. 
Through both surveys, the author found out that seeks time for clustering is less than seeks time 
in ranked list. The generated statistics graph clearly shows tha t clustering pe rformance is 
superior against ranked list one.  
Having the summary on the first page, user doesn’t ne ed to search too deep through the 
search stack to find the intended results. Moreover, the use of Lingo3G algorithms, a hie 
rarchical clustering algorithm, makes sure that the generated cluster labels are hierarchical, has a 
meaningful name and has a number of relevant cluster members. Therefore, it does bring more 
precise search and help user find their intended results faster. 
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